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     -Vs- 
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                     ....Opposite parties. 
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Mamnoon Rahman,J: 

In an application under section 115(1) of the Code of Civil 

Procedure, 1908 rule was issued calling upon the opposite party Nos. 1-9 

to show cause as to why the impugned judgment and decree dated 

14.02.20218 passed by the learned Joint District Judge, 2
nd

 Court, 

Comilla in Title Appeal No. 269 of 2002 dismissing the appeal by 

affirming the judgment and decree dated 31.10.2002 (decree signed on 

06.11.2002) passed by the learned Senior Assistant Judge, Debiddar, 

Comilla dismissing the suit, should not be set aside and/or pass such 

other or further order or orders as to this court may seem fit and proper. 

The petitioner as plaintiff instituted Title Suit No. 79 of 2000 in 

the court of Assistant Judge, Debidder, Comilla impleading the present 

opposite party as defendants for the prayers stated in the plaint. The case 

of the plaintiff-petitioner-appellant, are that, Ram Sundor Vomik, 

Horichandra, Goghon, Purno Chandra and Nobin Chandra was originally 
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owner and possessor of the suit land and C.S Khatian being No. 135 

correctly recorded in their name. Since Ram Sundor, Horichandra and 

Nobin Chandra have no heirs and Ghogon and Purno Chandra acquired 

the part of their share. Thereafter on the basis of amicable settlement 

Goghon Chandra obtained the ownership of the suit land. Then Goghon 

Chandra died leaving Ashwini and Jogesh. Then Ashwini died leaving 

Gopal, Poresh, Suresh, Ramesh and plaintiff No. 8 namely Nepal. Then 

Gopal died leaving 2 (two) son as plaintiff No. 1 and 2, Poresh died 

leaving plaintiff No. 3 and 4, Suresh died leaving plaintiff No. 5, 

Romesh died leaving plaintiff No. 6 and 7, Jogesh died leaving plaintiff 

No. 9 to 11, i.e. plaintiff No. 1 to 11 are owner of the suit land and they 

are enjoying and possessing the suit land. The defendant declared the 

S.A Khatian No. 169 was recorded in their name then the plaintiff 

collect the certified copy of the said S.A Khatian and they came to know 

the matter. It is also mentioned that S.A and B.S Khatian was wrongly 

recorded in the name of the defendant respect of the suit land, Therefore, 

the plaintiff filed the title suit praying for declaration of title, hence the 

suit. 

The defendant-respondent-opposite party contested the suit by 

filing written statement denying all the material allegations made in the 

plaint. The case of the defendant, in short is that, the suit land was 

originally belonged to Ram Sundor and others and they possessing the 

suit land and C.S Khatian being No. 135 was correctly recorded in their 

name. As Purno Chandra was defaulter an auction was held in execution 

case No. 76 wherein Rada Chandra and Lal Mohon participated in the 
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auction and they were auction purchaser 
1

5
 part of the suit land and they 

got boynama. Rada Charan died leaving behind one son namely Shoshi 

Mohon. Rada Kanto and Amitra Lal got decree against the C.S recorded 

owner Ram Sundor and four brothers. Then in the year of 1940 the land 

was auctioned in execution case No. 136/140 and the same was 

purchased by Sachindra Lal Saha and Amrendra Saha on 12.05.1941 and 

accordingly possessing of the land was handed over in the year of 1943 

through the court. As the son of Amorendra Saha was minor, Advocate 

Gouro Mohon Chowdhury look after the property of Amorendra Saha. 

Then Gouro Mohon and Sachindra Lal proposed to settlement the plot 

No. 842 and 841 then Anonda, Gobinda accepted the said proposal and 

they paid 5000/- to Gouro Mohon and Sachindra Lal. In that way 

Ananda and Gobinda obtained the ownership of the suit land and they 

are enjoying and possession of the suit land. Subsequently, the plot No. 

76 was auctioned and Shashi Mohon and Gouro Mohon purchased the 

land through auction. Ananda and Gobinda obtained the ownership of 

suit land in settlement plot No. 841/842 through re-settlement and they 

had been possessing the land of plot No. 841 (in part) through borgadar 

Anchar Ali. Then Ananda and Gobinda had been possessing the plot No. 

841 (In part) on 1358 B.S through brogadar Zobbor Ali. Thereafter, the 

heirs of Purno Chandra Vhomik filed a Title Suit being No. 2 of 1953 in 

that case the defendant No. 5 and 6 namely Ananda and Gobinda 

appeared and contested by filing written statement and on that their was 

admission the land of 76 No. Pattanitaluk was auctioned and an order of 

temporary injunction was passed in the case No. 2 of 1953. Then the 
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defendant No. 1 and 2 filed Title Appeal and the same was allowed on 

22.12.1953. After concluding the trial the suit was dismissed by his 

judgment dated 8.5.1959 and decree signed on 15.05.1959. Thereafter 

the plaintiff filed Title Appeal being No. 196 of 1959 and the said appeal 

was dismissed on 27.11.1959. Subsequently the plaintiff filed appeal 

being No. 584 of 1960 before the Hon’ble High Court Division of 

Bangladesh Supreme Court and the same was also disallowed accepted 

on 3.08.1964. Then S.A Khatian being No. 169 correctly recorded in the 

name of Ananda and Gobinda, the defendant No. 1 to 5 are enjoying and 

possessing the suit land and B.R.S record correctly recorded in their 

name hence the suit is liable to be dismissed. 

During trial the plaintiff adduced 4(four) witnesses while the 

defendant adduced 5(five) witnesses. Both the parties adduced evidences 

both oral and documentary. The trial court framed as many as five 

Issues. The trial court after hearing the parties and considering the facts 

and circumstances vide judgment and decree dated 31.10.2002 dismissed 

the suit. Being aggrieved by and dissatisfied with the aforesaid judgment 

and decree the petitioner preferred appeal being Title Appeal No. 269 of 

2002 and the same was heard and disposed of by the Joint District Judge, 

Second Court, Cumilla who vide the impugned judgment and decree 

dismissed the appeal and thereby affirmed the judgment and decree 

passed by the trial court. Being aggrieved by and dissatisfied with the 

said order the present petitioners moved before this court and obtained 

the rule as aforementioned. 
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No one appears on behalf of the petitioners to press the rule 

though the matter is appearing in the list for hearing, as part heard as 

well as for judgment on several occasions. However, on perusal of the 

grounds taken in the revisional application the case of the plaintiff-

appellant-petitioner is that, both the courts below without considering 

the possession of the suit property by the plaintiff dismissed the suit 

committed an error. The further case of the plaintiff as it revealed from 

the grounds that both the courts below failed to apply their judicial mind 

as much as failed to appreciate the legal position, evidence both oral and 

documentary in an appropriate manner. The further case of the plaintiff-

appellant-petitioners, are that, the courts below misconstrued and miss-

appreciated the evidence and record and thus committed an error came to 

a decisions occasioning failure of justice. 

Mr. H. M. Shanjid Sddique, the learned counsel appearing on 

behalf of the opposite party-defendants vehemently opposes the rule. He 

submits that both the courts below on proper appreciation of the facts 

and circumstances evidence both oral and documentary came to a 

conclusion that the plaintiff failed to prove their case by all means and as 

such both the courts below committed no error which requires 

interference by this court. He further submits that in the case in hand the 

plaintiffs miserably failed to prove their right, title and possession over 

the suit property by any credible evidence as much as the defendants 

proved their case by sufficient oral and documentary evidence and as 

such the impugned judgment and decree passed by the courts below are 

liable to be maintained for ends of justice. He further submits that both 
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the courts below discussed in detailed the case of the plaintiffs and 

defendants side by side as much as evidence led by the parties and both 

the courts below on proper appreciation as well as in detailed findings 

disbelieved the case of the plaintiffs which requires no interference by 

this court.     

 I have perused the impugned judgment and decree passed by the 

trial court, judgment and decree passed by the lower appellate court, 

revisional application, grounds taken thereon, Lower Court’s Records as 

well as necessary papers and documents annexed herewith and heard the 

learned counsel for the opposite party. 

On perusal of the same, it transpires that the plaintiffs filed the 

suit for declaration of title. It transpires that the defendants contested the 

suit by filing written statement denying all the material allegations made 

in the plaint. It further transpires that admittedly the suit land belongs to 

five brothers and the same was recorded in C.S. Khatian No. 135 

accordingly and the claim of the plaintiffs is that the land ultimately 

belongs to two brothers and out of a amicable settlement Goghan 

become the owner and the plaintiffs are the heirs of Goghan and as such 

the S.A. Record was wrongly prepared in the name of the predecessor in 

interest of the defendants. While the case of the defendants, are that, 
1

5
  

of the property was sold on auction because of unpaid loan and Rada 

Chandra and Lal Mohon purchased the same and the remaining 
4

5
  was 

purchased by Sachindra Lal Saha and Amrendra Lal Saha. Subsequently 

there was a suit being Title Suit No. 2 of 1953 instituted by the heirs of 
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Purno Chandra Vhomik impleading the predecessors in title of the 

defendants of the instant suit as defendants. It was admitted by the heirs 

of Purno Chandra Vhomik in the said suit that the suit land was sold in 

auction for arrear of revenue and was then purchased by Shoshi Mohon 

Saha and Gouro Mohon Saha. Moreover, the 1
st
 Court of the Munsif, 

Cumilla found that the predecessors of the defendants, namely Ananda 

and Govinda, were the lessees and in possession of the suit land. Also on 

appeal the lower appellate court also affirmed the judgment and decree 

passed by the trial court. It also transpires that against the aforesaid suit 

the parties traveled up to the High Court Division in First Appeal No. 

584 of 1960 the High Court Division also affirmed the judgment and 

decree passed in Title Suit No. 2 of 1953. It further transpires that the 

trial court considered the judgment and decree passed in the previous 

suit which runs as follows; 

�দং ২/৫৩ মামলার রায় দৃে� �দখা যায় িব� িবচারক রােয় 

উে�খ কিরয়ােছন " I also find that defendants ananda and 

Govinda are bonafide leases for value on the basis of 

settlement dated 27
th
 1353 B.S and they are in possession of 

dags 841 and 842 on the basis of that settlement from 

before the alleged contract. উ� রায় পয �ােলাচনায় �দখা যায় 

�য, e¡¢mশা জিমেত িববাদীপে"র পূব �বত$ আন& ও �গািব& ব) 

পূব � �থেকই মািলক ও দখলকদার আেছন। এবং তাহােদর নােম 

আর এস ১৬৯ নং খিতয়ান ö3i¡�বই 45ত হয়। বাদী পr 

িবগত ৩১/৮/২০০০ ইং তািরখ আর এস খিতয়ােনর িবষয় অবগত 

হইয়ােছন বিলয়া �য ব:ব; ¢cয়ােছন তাহা �মােটই িব=াস �যাগ; 

নেহ এবং বাদীগন তাহােদর উ�l¦−f hJ²hÉ J fËj¡e L¢l−a f¡−le 

e¡C।  

The trial court further held as follows; 
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িপ.ডি?উ-১ সূয � কুমার �জরায় বেলন, NNe তৎকালীন জিমদার বা 

f¡¢LÙÛ¡e বা বাংলােদশ সরকারেক খাজনা িদয়ােছ এই মেম � দািখলা 

দািখল করেত পারব না। গগেনর ওয়া¢lnl¡ M¡Se¡ িদয়ােছ এই মেম � 

দািখলা দািখল কিরেত পারবনা। আমরা বাc£রা M¡জনা িদয়ািছ এই 

মেম � �কান দািখলা দািখল করেত পারবনা।" 

¢f, ডি?উ-২ �জরায় বেলন "নবীয়াবাদ ®j±S¡u আমার �কান জিম 

নাই। ¢f, ডি?উ-৩ �জরায় বেলন, "e¡িলশা পুL¥−l j¡R �ফলেত, dl−a 

বা ¢h¢H² Ll−a আিম কখনও উপিCত িছলাম না। িপ,ডি?উ-৪ �জরায় 

বেলন," আিম পুকুর f¡s বNÑ¡ ¢eয়ািছ। �কান সেনর িক মােস বNÑ¡  

¢eয়ািছ বলেত পারবনা। আমার বNÑ¡ �নওয়া জিমর খিতয়ান ew বলেত 

পারhনা। 

বাদী পে"র Ef−l¡J² p¡rÉ পয �ােলাচনা কিরেল �দখা যায় �য, 

বাc£প" তাহােদর পূব �বত$ বা বত�মান আমেলর e¡¢mn¡ জিম বাবদ 

®L¡e  খাজনা আদায় কিরয়ােছন এই মেম � �কান 4মানািদ হাEজর 

কিরেত পােরন e¡ই। e¡¢mn¡ S¢j−a h¡c£ h¡ a¡q¡l f§hÑhaÑ£ j¡¢mL 

cMmL¡l b¡¢L−m AhnÉC Eq¡l M¡Se¡ Bc¡u L¢l−aez fr¡¿¹−l 

¢hh¡c£ f−rl c¡¢Mm£u M¡Se¡ cª−ø ®cM¡ k¡u ®k, ¢hh¡c£ fr hý 

f§hÑ ®b−LC e¡¢mn¡ S¢j−a j¡¢mL cMmL¡l ¢R−me Hhw Eq¡l 

M¡Se¡ Bc¡u L¢lu¡ B¢p−a−Rz h¡c£fr e¡¢mn¡ f¤L¥−l j¡R 

d¢lu¡ Hhw f¡s hNÑ¡ ¢cu¡ cMm L¢l−a−Re h¢m−mJ ¢f, X¢hÔE-3 

®Sl¡u h−me ¢a¢e LMeJ j¡R dl−a ¢R−me e¡z ¢f, X¢hÔE-8 

hNÑ¡ L¢lu¡−Re h¢m−mJ ¢a¢e hNÑ¡l pe Hhw ®L¡e a¡¢l−Ml S¢j 

hNÑ¡ L¢lu¡−Re a¡q¡ h¢m−a f¡−le e¡Cz 

So, it transpires from the aforesaid findings of the trial court that 

the trial court considered the evidence of plaintiffs and defendants side 

by side and came to a conclusion by elaborate discussions and findings 

that the plaintiffs failed to prove their right and title in the suit property. 

While adjudicating the appeal the lower appellate court also vividly 
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considered and discussed the case of the plaintiffs and defendants side 

by side and also considered the judgment and decree passed by the trial 

court. The lower appellate court held as follows; 

উ: আেপাষ বFন সংGাH �কান বIন নামা বা তৎে4ি"েত 

আপীেলF পে"র নােম �কান খিতয়ান হওয়া বা আপীেলF 

প" বা তােদর পূব �বত$গেণর উ: ভূিম সংGােH খাজনার রিসদ 

দািখল কেরেছ এমন �কান খাজনা দািখলা আপীেলF প" 4াL 

হয় নাই মেম � উে�খ কেরন। এমনিক আপীেলF/বাদী গগন চN 

ও পূন � চেNর ম®dÉকার আেপাষ বFন সংGােH �কান �মৗিখক 

সা"ী উপCাপন করেত পাের নাই। উপেরা: িববাদী আপীেলF 

িব� �কৗসুলী বেলন নগদ চN ও পূণ � চNেদর মেধ;কার 

আেপাষ বFেনর কািহনী িমথ;া। �কন না পূণ � চN �ভৗিমেকর 

ওয়ািরশ সুেরN, অতR ল, রমনী ও Sশ চN বাদী হেয় 

�রসপনেডF িববাদীেদর পূব �বত$ আদরও �গািব& সহ অপর 

িববাদীেদর িবTে3 নািলশী সUিত সংGােH �দওয়ানী ২/৫৩ 

নং �মাকVমা দােয়র কেরন। উ: �মাকVমার আরজী, জবাব ও 

রায় িডGী িববাদীপে" দািখল করা হয় যা 4দশ �নী চ িসিরজ 

িহসােব িচিWত হেয়েছ। উ: �দওয়ানী ২/৫৩ নং �মাকVমার 

রায় ও িডGী পয �ােলাচনায় �দখা যায় �য, নািলশী সUি� 

সংGােH রায়িত পাXা পাওয়ার 4াথ �নায় পূণ � চN �ভৗিমেকর 

�ছেলরা উ: মামলা দােয়র কেরিছেলন। উ: মামলার 

আরজীেত বাদীরা নািলশী সUি� িনলাম হওয়া এবং উ: 

িনলাম শশী �মাহন, �গৗির �মাহন খিরদ করার িবষেয় Yীকার 

করতঃ তােদরেক নগদ সালামী িনেয় উ: সUি� সংGাH 

পাXা সUাদন ও �রEজঃ কের �দয়ার 4াথ �না কেরেছন। যা �থেক 

নািলশী সUি�র িবষেয় িনলাম খিরদ সংGাH �য সকল ব:ব; 

�রসপনেডF িববাদী প" তােদর িলিখত জবােব উে�খ 

কেরেছন তার 4মাণ পাওয়া যায় এবং নািলশী সUি� আেপাষ 

বIেন গগন চN পানিন মেম �ও 4মািণত হয়  
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Apart from that it also transpires that the lower appellate court 

also considered the judgment and decree passed in Title Suit No. 2 of 

1953 wherein the lower appellate court further held as follows; 

িববাদী পে"র দািখলীয় পাXা ৩ ফcÑ যা 4দশ �নী ত. c. c (১) ও 

(২) িহসােব িচিWত পয �ােলাচনায় �দখা যায় �য, ৮৪১ ৩ ৮৪২ 

দােগর জিম আন& চN সাহা ও �গািব& চN সাহা ১৩৫৫ সেন 

বে&াব[ \হণ কেরন। 4দশ �নী ক, ক/১, ক/২ পয �ােলাচনায় �দখা 

যায় �য, আন& চN সাহা ও �গািব& চN পে" ১৩৯৪, ১৩৭০-

৭৩, ১৩৯৪-১৪০৭ বাংলা সেনর খাজনা 4দান করা হেয়েছ। 

4দশ �নী খ. খ/১, খ/২ পয �ােলাচনায় �দখা যায় �য, �গািব& চN ও 

আন& চN সাহার িনকট হেত ১ সাল ব;াপী বগ �া চােষর জন; 

জ_র আলী (১৩৫৭) আনছর উEVন (১৩৪৭ বাংলা) বগ �া \হণ 

কেরন। �রসপনেডF/িববাদীেদর সকল দািখরীয় কাগজাত 

পয �ােলাচনায় �দখা যায় নািলশী জিমেত �রসপনেডF পে"র 

Yb Yাথ � দখেলর িবষেয় 4মাণ পাওয়া যায়। 

It is now well settled proposition of law is that by exercising the 

power conferred under section 115 of the Code of Civil Procedure, 1908 

this court cannot go into the factual aspects even if in a case of reversal 

of judgment and decree. On perusal of the revisional application and the 

grounds taken thereon, I do not find any materials point of law or gross 

misreading of evidence raised by the petitioner in the case in hand.  

To believe or disbelieve a witness as well as documentary 

evidence is within the jurisdiction of the Court’s below and this Court 

sitting in a revision cannot interfere in such jurisdiction unless there is 

non-consideration of material evidence affecting the ultimate decision of 

the Court’s below. On perusal of the application, it appears that the 

petitioner would not show any non consideration of material evidence by 

the Court’s below. The findings arrived at and the decisions as made by 
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the courts below do not call for any interference by this court under 

section 115 of the Code of Civil Procedure, 1908. The findings of the 

courts below having been based on proper appreciation of evidence on 

record do not call for any interference. 

Considering the facts and circumstances and the discussions made 

hereinabove, I am of the view that both the courts below in the case in 

hand committed no error which requires interference by this court. 

Accordingly, the instant rule is discharged without any order as to 

cost. The judgment and decree passed by the courts below is hereby 

affirmed. 

Send down the Lower Court’s Record to the concerned court 

below with a copy of the judgment at once. 

 

                         (Mamnoon Rahman, J:)   

 

Emdad.B.O.      

 


